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WCS_CISFEISCEm Resource

From: seth222@hushmail.com
Sent: Monday, March 06, 2017 11:12 AM
To: WCS_CISFEIS Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Thnak you and solutions to radiological issues

Solution 

Thank you for your efforts keeping the nuclear issues in check. 

I'm not a sales rep for this product. I'm someone that has been aware of its effects and applications. 

Share this information to everybody dealing with toxic radiation. This is the only substance I researched that has proven 
accelerated nuclear transmutation.  

Every storage facility should be using this material to reduce the waste and its damaging effects. 

If scalar -radionic tech was used and beamed with a copy of the energetic signature of aulterra at radioactive waste it 
would be able to get to areas like at the fukushima plant. 

If these units are shipping, a paint can be made with the aulterra powder added to it and it will help protect the 
environment and people as it passes through.  

All the walls and the ground of the facility can be painted or dusted and a program of applying like the lockheed martin 
study. (see below) 

In 1998, Lockheed Martin conducted another study to determine if Aulterra could neutralize radioactive elements. After six 
months, Aulterra successfully reduced the gamma radiation of the control substance by 80%. 

As far a fukushima if they applied this material to the core areas and washed it in this would help 

Here is some more information about its applications and results 

Aulterra Neutralizes the Effects of Toxic Chemicals and Toxins in the Body 

In several studies, it clearly shows that the energy of Aulterra neutralizes the negative effects of toxic elements. In 1996, 
the University of Idaho conducted toxic soil recovery studies utilizing Aulterra powder. Samples of soil contaminated with 
lead and zinc were mixed with small quantities of Aulterra powder. The pre-mixed soil contained 200ppm of lead and the 
zinc measured 26.8ppm. Two days after mixing Aulterra into the soil, the lead measured .5ppm and the zinc measured 
6.5ppm.  

 

How does Aulterra neutralize radiation and toxic metals? All particles coexist as waves and all waves coexist as 
particles. Another way to say it is that matter oscillates between particle and wave-form. While energy cannot be created 
nor destroyed, it can be influenced to change form. The subatomic particles that make up the lead and zinc also exist in 
waveform. Depending on the detection technology, this energy can be 'caught' in either form, rendering it harmless to 
DNA. 

In the DNA study, it was shown that Aulterra neutralized the negative effects of copper on DNA. Although the scientific 
principles of intention and biological information transfer should be identical for any noxious substance, research 
continues to be able to confirm that Aulterra neutralizes all heavy metals in any biological system.† 
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Read Conformational Changes In Human DNA Characterize The Radiated Energy from the Aulterra Formulation 

If you have any questions i would be glad to share any information i can that can be helpful for this growing radiation 
exposure porblem. 
 
kind regards, 
Seth 
 
 
 
Sent using Hushmail 
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